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Mogogo is a brand that offers premium buffet stations &
banquet furniture - a standout within its category. We
design and produce modular F&B furniture and related
accessories.
We are committed to creating a paradigm shift in the
way professionals imagine portable buffet & banquet
equipment, by taking them into the ‘‘high design furniture
for F&B” realm, developing temporary furniture so elegant
that they fit both classic and modern interior designs.
Mogogo brings deep innovation, design, and lifestyle to the
world of hospitality, starting with functionality and ending
with high quality design.

Mogogo Tech

Mogogo Materials

Mogogo’s business model and philosophy has always been to take the latest technologies and use those
to create a more complete, hands-on user experience. With our Augmented Reality concept, we have
taken this to a whole new level, by enabling our customers to see and experience our products in a vivid,
augmented way. Providing an enriched and powerful way to view our products first-hand is just another way
for us to create the perfect experience for our users.

High Density Bamboo Panels
Mogogo’s high-density panels consist
of multiple layers of fine bamboo.
Using a 2,000 ton press we are able to
create a product that is 100% harder
than most wood. Once pressed, the
bamboo takes on the appearance of
oak or walnut with a modern
sustainable style.

Brushed Stainless Steel
Brushed stainless steel gives metals
a distinct look and a finish that does
not rust or stain.

Woven Vinyl
Woven vinyl fabrics are formed by an
intricate process of weaving two sets
of extruded PVC fibers creating a
durable and innovative way to easily
enclose each level of the table.
The fabrics appear in a variety of
colors.

#AA000

Augmented Reality
To learn more and experience mogogo stations in your space with
augmented reality technology, go to our website:

www.mogogo-buffet.com
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#AA000

Sustainability
Mogogo products provide environmental and economic benefits
while protecting the environment over their whole life cycle. From
the extraction of raw materials until the final disposal and by using
ecological bamboo to minimize cargo space, we do our best to
oversee the whole life cycle of our products.
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Breakfast Solutions
11’ | 330cm

8.5’ | 255cm

#BS401

#BS401
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6’ | 180cm
2.5’ | 75cm

Ask about these Hepp and WMF items to complete the mogogo serving experience:
Request a Full Range catalog from Bauscher Hepp Inc for a full offering of tabletop solutions.
Beverage
Dispenser

Cereal
Dispenser

06.3640.6040

06.3530.6040

Coffee
Urn

Fruit
Basket

Pastry stand
3-part

06.6521.6040

15.3469.2130

new
#CP002
06.3130.6040
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Cereal
Dispenser

12.2377.0100

Coffee Break Station

The Breakfast Corner

As one of our best sellers, this classic unit is all about
versatility; a coffee break station in the morning, a food
station at lunchtime, and a portable bar in the evening. You
can put it against the wall or out in front of your customers in
full view - it’s up to you.

With spacious storage and a chalkboard sign to announce daily specials, this station is just the
right place for all your breakfast needs.

Decorations are not included and are used as suggestions only.
Other decorations may be used as needed.
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Breakfast Solutions

GOOD MORNING!
How do you like your eggs?

Omelet

17’ | 520cm

11’ | 330cm

8’ | 248cm

2.5’ | 75cm

#CO632 + 2X #CN302

Creative Omelet Station

Bread and Pastry Station

1-2

Our omelet station is designed with a logical,
‘build-it-yourself’ flow that enhances the customer
experience.

#CB628 + #CN201

16.8’ | 512 cm

6.3’ | 193cm

Like a classic boulangerie in Paris, this station is
elegant enough to provide your guests with a high-end
experience, yet practical enough to be broken down and
stored when not in use.

Large Snake
#CS313
8

Decorations are not included and are used as suggestions only.
Other decorations may be used as needed.
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Market Collection
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6.8’ | 208cm

11’ | 330cm

6.8’ | 208cm

6’ | 180cm

#MS001

#RM201

6.8’ | 208 cm

6.8’ | 208cm
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Market Square

Round Market

While having the classic look and feel of a traditional
market, this station boasts a modern flair style with
the functionality and practicality you’re looking for.
Our market collection is designed with one thing in
mind: to bring you the highest quality solutions for
all your food service needs.

We’ve enhanced our market offering to include our round
tables which bring an innovative and creative touch to the
collection.

Decorations are not included and are used as suggestions only.
Other decorations may be used as needed.

6’ | 180cm

5’ | 150cm

Mini Market
#MS002

Round Station
#CR302
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new

Market Collection

Great for cool presentation
or
chilled salad bar
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This unit comes with a
stainless steel surface and
a large insulated ice-bin
with drain.
Large Pro Station
#PB003

23’ | 690cm
2.8’ | 85cm

#FM501
6’ | 180cm
2.5’ | 75cm
6’ | 180cm

Fish Market

Mogogo’s Fish Market station brings together some of
our newest and coolest products under one roof.
The stainless tabletops and ice bins allow you to chill
seafood while also offering a durable and hygienic
working surface. The canopy creates intimacy and takes
inspiration from traditional open markets, but with a
minimalist modern twist.
12

Back to Back Market

2-4

Decorations are not included and are used as suggestions only.
Other decorations may be used as needed.

6’ | 180cm
2.5’ | 75cm
6’ | 180cm
2.5’ | 75cm

Salad
SaladBar
Bar/ /Back-Bar
Back-Bar
#PB002
#PB002++#CN201
#CN201

Standalone, back to back, or in line, mogogo canopy’s
bring the outside inside and create the ideal atmosphere
for any food or beverage station. It’s easy to install on
any of our 6’ units and is available in black or stripes as
pictured. We can also custom print upon request.

5’ | 150cm

Back to Back Market
#MS003-BK
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Tasting the World
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11’ | 330cm

!

11.1’ | 340cm

7’ | 213cm

8.5’ | 255cm

#TB503

New York Style Deli Station

#CR332

1-2

Whether it’s cream cheese on a bagel or corned beef with pickles and mustard, this station lets
you bring the familiar tastes and smells of a New York deli straight to your customers.
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Decorations are not included and are used as suggestions only.
Other decorations may be used as needed.

Umami Station

1-3

Just as Umami brings the ‘fifth taste’, this Japanese sushi
station brings a new dimension and innovative Zen approach
to serving. Neither round nor square, the station creates a
minimalist and functional approach, designed to serve large
crowds with minimal effort.

13.1’ | 400 cm
5.6’ | 172cm

Medium S buffet
#CS312
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Drop-In Induction Stations
17’ | 510cm

6’ | 180cm

#GM002 + 3X CN202 + 4X CN002

Our easy to attach covers
are a great way to hide
power cords or supplies
and are available in multiple colors.

Ask about these WMF Chafers and accessories to complete the mogogo serving experience:
Request a Full Range catalog from Bauscher Hepp Inc.
Induction Chafing Dish,
Round

6’ | 180cm

Frame,
Round

Porcelain Food Pan
for Hot & Fresh,
Round

Induction Chafing Dish
Square

Frame,
GN 2/3

Porcelain Food Pan
for Hot & Fresh,
GN 2/3

60.3072.9990

55.0002.6040

55.0012.6040

302614

2.5’ | 75cm

#CU331-I + #CN201
55.0001.6040
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55.0007.60040

Triple Induction Station

Grand Market Induction Station

Drop-in induction warmers give your station a seamless and
safe solution. Our CookTek induction units comply with the
quality and service standards we believe in here at mogogo.
These induction units can be sold standalone or as part of a
complete configuration. If you already have a 4’ or 6’ Classic
table, you can easily convert it into an induction station by
ordering a top with induction drop-in units (see page 24 for
details).

The Grand Market Induction Station is one of our flagship stations. Designed for permanent
use, this station includes 12 induction units for food warming and plenty of shelving space for
additional storage options such as, plates, serving pieces, and accessories.

*Covers are not supplied on this unit, so please see price list for details.

4’ | 120cm
2.5’ | 75cm

Double Induction
#CU322-I

Decorations are not included and are used as suggestions only.
Other decorations may be used as needed.
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new

Display Stations
Mix different
display shelves
to enhance your space.

new
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Custom printed covers
can be added

6’ | 180cm

30’’ | 76cm

30’’ | 76cm

24’’ | 60cm

18’’ | 46cm

18’’ | 46cm

12’ | 360cm
2.5’ | 75cm

#CU312

2.5’ | 75cm

#CH001

Multi-Purpose Display

Double Display Buffet

Celebrate in style with these elegant display tables.
Create an artistic design to help enrich and elevate the
way you serve.

The new Display Collection was designed based on our
6’ Classic tables. Our vision was to create a system
that can be organized in endless ways. Allow yourself
to be inspired by your creativity and make your dreams
a reality, because connecting two 6’ units with a center
shelf is just the beginning…

6’ | 180cm
2.5’ | 75cm
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#DB221

Decorations are not included and are used as suggestions only.
Other decorations may be used as needed.

Display Station
#CU311
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new

Bar Collection
Remember,
you can add covers
to the front and back shelves.

Scotch and soda
or ice cold beer?

12’ | 360cm

6’ | 180cm

#BB202-S
7.5’ | 230cm

7.5’ | 230cm

#PB001-S

#WB401

6’ | 180cm
6’ | 180cm
2.9’ | 88cm

7.5’ | 230cm

Double Bar

Pro Bar and Back Bar Combo

1-3

Our Bar Collection features highly adaptable stations that can
be used in a variety of ways. With the Double Bar, you can
serve beverages to your customers - anytime, anywhere. This
portable, yet classy, design allows you to do it all.
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Decorations are not included and are used as suggestions only.
Other decorations may be used as needed.

Wine Bar (Single Set)
#WB201

1-2

The combination bar and back bar is a durable and functional solution
for any evening event. The bar comes with industrial casters, a stainless
steel working surface, a double-wall, insulated ice bin, a slick speed
rail, and covers. The back bar comes with industrial casters, a stainless
steel surface, a double-wall, insulated ice bin with drain, and covers.
You can convert your existing 6’ Classic table by ordering the bar and
back bar parts shown on pages 22-24.

Pro Bar
#PB001-S
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Serving Tables

Serving Tables

Parts

Extras

Our tables, themed serving stands, and add-ons, offer the perfect customized touch for all your clients buffet
solution needs.

Creative Range

Our parts include poles and tabletops which are essential components for any existing unit or new configuration.

Our Add-Ons provide an extra flare for your serving tables...transforming them into professional,
high-quality food stations.

koteret Range
Classic

Our Creative Range comes with a round design concept. With this design we have helped eliminate
crowded service lines and created an effortless, intimate service experience. This means less waiters
to employ behind the service lines and a more dynamic and interactive culinary experience for your
customers.

Legs and Segments

Add-Ons
new

BS202- 2X 5.7” Segments
BS102- 1X 5.7” Segment

BS201- 2X 12” Segments
BS101 - 1X 12” Segment

CL401- 4X Classic Legs
CL001- 1X Classic Leg

SG001
Sneeze/Breath Guard
fits 6’ units

SL401- 4X Standard Legs
SL001- 1X Standard Leg

Classic Tabletops
CU301- Large Unit
L6’ W2.5’ H33”
L180cm W75cm H83cm

CU302- Medium Unit
L4’ W2.5’ H33”
L120cm W75cm H83cm

CU303- Small Unit
L2.5’ W2.5’ H33”
L75cm W75cm H83cm

m
I 75c

2

2

5c
m

m

CR304- Extension Unit
L4’ W21” H33” | L120cm W54cm H83cm

LP001
6’ Large Rectangle Top

MP001
4’ Medium Rectangle Top

SP001
2.5’ Small Square Top

CY002
Canopy
fits 6’ units

24” I 60cm

SR001
24” Round Top

9.5

”

SU003- Large Unit
L6’ W2.5’ H33”
L180cm W75cm H83cm

SU002- Medium Unit
L4’ W2.5’ H33”
L120cm W75cm H83cm

SU001- Small Unit
L2.5’ W2.5’ H33”
L75cm W75cm H83cm

RS001- Curved Outer Shelf
L6.2’ W2.3’ H6.5” | L193cm W70cm H16.5cm

Shelves
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18” I 46cm

LB001
6’ Large Shelf

LB002
6’ Large Wide Bar Shelf

”

I1

m
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BS004- Large Low Shelf
L6’ W10” H6.5”
L180cm W25cm H16.5cm

Classic Range

Mogogo’s Round Tables are lightweight and versatile, offering unique durability through our double-sided
tabletop system. These tables are the perfect choice for operations, both large and small.

RB001
Round Outer Shelf
5cm

BS005- Large Bar Shelf
L6’ W14.5” H12.5”
L180cm W37cm H30cm

I 2

LR001
Large Round Top

I

SB001
Small Extension Shelf

SE001
4’ Extention Top
RB002
Round Inner Shelf

Special Tabletops

RS002- Extension Shelf
L4’ W10’’ H6.5” | L120cm W25cm H16.5cm

Mogogo special tabletops combine our panels with professional features from leading manufactures to
enhance our stations and give you new solutions. If you already have one of our stations, you can order
the top only and exchange it with your existing top.
CR306- U Shape Station
L7.4’ W6.8’ H93” | L224cm W208cm H233cm

BU005 - 24” Bar Table
Ø24” H42”
Ø60cm H105cm

BU006 - 30” Dining Table
Ø30” H29”
Ø76cm H74cm

BU007 - 30” Bar Table
Ø30” H42”
Ø76cm H105cm

BU008 - 30” Bar Table+Shelf
Ø30” H43”
Ø76cm H107cm

LP031-CT- Drop-In Top Kit- with 3 Inductions
L6’ W2.5’ | L180cm W75cm
Comes with 2 x 12’’ support segment BS121

MP021-CT- Drop-In Top Kit- with 2 Inductions
L4’ W2.5’ | L120cm W75cm
Comes with 1 x 12’’ support segment BS121

LS003-Stainless Steel Top
L6’ W2.5’ | L180cm W75

23
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BH041
Speed Rail
fits Pro Bar

RP001
Cart
fits all units

LC002
Outdoor PVC Cover
fits 6’ units with bar shelf

CN201

Quick Covers, 2 each per box, for Large Classic CU301

CN202

Quick Covers, 2 each per box, for Large Classic CU301

CN001

Quick Covers, 1 each per box, for Shelf BS001/BS005

CN002

Quick Covers, 1 each per box, for Shelf BS001/BS005

CN203

Quick Covers, 2 each per box, for Medium Classic CU302

CN204

Quick Covers, 2 each per box, for Medium Classic CU302

CN205

Quick Covers, 2 each per box, for Small Classic CU303

CN206

Quick Covers, 2 each per box, for Small Classic CU303

CN301

Quick Covers, 2 each per box, for Large round Creative CR301

CN302

Quick Covers, 2 each per box, for Large round Creative CR301

CN303

Quick Covers, 2 each per box, for Rectangular Creative CR304

CN304

Quick Covers, 2 each per box, for Rectangular Creative CR304

CN421

Quick Covers, 2 each per box, for service cart CS103

CN422

Quick Covers, 2 each per box, for service cart CS103

Leg covers

new

Mogogo carts can store up to 5 large
Classic units or four large Creative
units. The parts in red are coated by
thick vinyl, designed for comprehensive
tabletop protection. Each set of legs
has its own cartridge for protection
and the screws also have a special
compartment.

CK006
5X4” Casters
(2 with brakes)

Quick Covers

10

4

BS003- Medium Low Shelf
L4’ W10” H6.5”
L120cm W25cm H16.5cm

CK005
4X4” Casters
(2 with brakes)

10” I 25

RS003- Curved Inner Shelf
L4.4’ W2.2’ H6.5” | L135cm W68cm H16.5cm
BS002- Medium Shelf
L4’ W10” H12.5”
L120cm W25cm H30cm

SR002
18” Round Top

MB001
4’ Medium Shelf

Creative Tabletops
4cm
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CY001
Canopy
fits 6’ units

MR001
30” Round Table Top
CR301- Curved Unit
L6.8’ W3.5’ H33” | L207cm W104cm H83cm

BU004 - 24” Coffee Table
Ø24” H29”
Ø60cm H74cm

AR001
Arch
fits 6’ units

30” I 76cm

5c

Standard Range

BS001- Large Shelf
L6’ W10” H12.5”
L180cm W25cm H30cm

SG002
Sneeze/Breath Guard
fits 4’ units

SI001
Signpost
fits all units

LP101-MH - Mid-Hole Display Table Top
L6’ W2.5’ | L180cm W75cm
Comes with 1 x 12’’ support segment BS121

PM001- Market Panel
(Only for MS001 Market Square)
L6’ W2.5’ | L180cm W75cm

LB101- Large Display Shelf
L6.6’ W12” | L203cm W30.5cm

LS002-KC- Salad-Bar Top
L6’ W2.5’ | L180cm W75cm

Ice Cooler: L48” W25” D6.5” | L122cm W63cm D16cm

LC230

Leg Covers, 2 each per box, fits 12’’|30cm segments

LC215

Leg Covers, 2 each per box, fits 5.7’’|14cm segments

LC432

Leg Covers set, for 4 legs units without casters

LC431

Leg Covers set, for 4 legs units with casters

LC532

Leg Covers set, for 5 legs units without casters

LC531

Leg Covers set, for 5 legs units with casters

display tops
new

BS006- Wide Display Shelf
L6.6’ W11’’ H12.5” | L203cm W30.5cm H32cm

LS001-KB- Pro-Bar Top
L6’ W2.5’ | L180cm W75cm

Ice Bin: L11.5” W11.5” D12” | L29cm W29cm D30cm

new

CE002- Round Display Shelf
Ø18’’ H12.5” | Ø46cm H32cm

CE004- Round Display Shelf
Ø24’’ H12.5” | Ø60cm H32cm

CE003- Round Display Shelf
Ø18’’ H6.5” | Ø46cm H16.5cm

CE005- Round Display Shelf
Ø30’’ H12.5” | Ø76cm H32cm
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Service Cart

Our Story
Mogogo was born out of a passion for cooking and design. After 20 years in the events field,
a Le Cordon Blue chef and an industrial designer teamed up to create something no one
else in the industry had: buffet stations & banquet furniture that combine the very best of
both design and functionality. With this combination, the team realized that they could solve
the challenges of chefs and F&B professionals everywhere. This collaboration between
Chef Moti Ben-Aharon and Designer Yariv Kadosh began in 2009. The pair decided to
name their brand mogogo, based on a type of communal oven used in northeast Africa.
This oven symbolizes the ancient rituals of communal eating – something that is still very
much at the core of our society for every important occasion.
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Today, mogogo is led by designers and chefs that understand the importance of design
and a great user experience. We identify the challenges of our customers and make it
our personal mission to provide the highest quality products as a solution to their needs.
At the end of the day, our ultimate goal is to create a magnificent and a truly exceptional
experience and to do so in a generous way.

In the North American markets, mogogo teamed up with Bauscher Hepp, Inc. in order to
perform better and to provide a full range of solutions. Bauscher Hepp, Inc. distributes the
leading brands of commercial tabletop and buffet products, including: Bauscher, Hepp, Luigi
Bormioli, Tafelstern, WMF, mogogo, and Duralex. These brands are an ideal match through
their category expertise and European roots. They have a long history of cooperation in the
global market, and this natural union allows for a comprehensive tabletop solution. Offering
the highest quality products available to the commercial market and providing excellent
service is a point of distinction for Bauscher Hepp, Inc. As a team, we are able to better
serve the USA market. As Aristotle wrote, “The whole is greater than the sum of its parts.”
Just like
our other
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35.5’’ | 90cm
20.9’’ | 53cm

#SC103

Multi-Purpose Service Cart
Mogogo’s new multi-purpose service cart is both
beautiful and functional and can be used as a companion
to mogogo’s full product range or as a stand alone cart
for table side service, room service delivery, display or
any other occasion requiring a cart. The unique builtin bumper system, heavy duty casters, stainless steel
legs, and bamboo shelves offer superior strength and
durability that is not currently available on the market.
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Decorations are not included and are used as suggestions only.
Other decorations may be used as needed.

SUSTAINABLE

MODULAR

MOBILE

LINENLESS

ADD ONS

